
Topguard® & Tireguard®

In top condition 0n high-traffic places.
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Drying capacity of the reversible mat

Topguard® and Tireguard® mats consists of special rubber strips interwoven with moisture-absorbing nylon or polyester 

fibres.  The fibres are woven vertically into the rubber, which means that they are firmly in place and that they quickly drain 

the absorbed moisture.  The many fibres ensure maximum and longlasting absorption.

The rubber strips are separated by scraping profiles in aluminium, PVC or brass.  The combination of moisture-absorbent fibres 

and the scraping profiles is unique.

The closed version ensures that the dirt remains on the interlock profiles and is easy to remove with a vacuum cleaner.  

With the open version, the coarse dirt, which is scraped from the sole of the shoe, can be evacuated.

Topguard® and Tireguard® are perfectly resistant to heavy duty and rolling traffic.

Moreover, the rectangular version is reversible, which extends its life even further.
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Verimpex has developed these two High Traffic types:

Topguard®

Topguard® is the best option for a personalised and extremely sleek design of your entrance hall.  The many options 

enable a ‘customised’ design according to your own taste.  It is possible to choose the colour of the rubber strips, the 

interlock profiles, the shape and an ‘open’ or ‘closed’ structure.

Tireguard®

Tireguard® combines the qualities of Topguard® with rubber strips made from re-

cycled aircraft tires.  To give the tires a second life, these tires are submitted to a 

process that releases the high-grade nylon fibres, which removes the moisture and 

mud of your shoes very effectively.  The rough outlook and natural shades of colour 

make this mat unique.

type 1

type 2

®

Dirt absorption

Drying

Sustainability

Wear warranty

Load

(provided regular shape)  Reversible

Coloured rubber

Logo possible

Recoycled rubber

Colour profiles

Fire standard

Topguard® Tireguard®
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VERIMPEX

ECO
FRIENDLY

RECYCLED

B fl S1 

<5000 kg/100 cm2

C fl S2 

<5000 kg/100 cm2

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

10 years

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔

10 years



Topguard®    In top condition on high-traffic places.

Personalised mats: Ghelamco Arena
Customisation is our strength.  Thanks to the wide range of colours, patterns and finishes on offer, each mat can be personalised according to the 

customer’s specifications.  The entrance mats in the Ghelamco Arena were made to measure with the logo and colours of KAA Gent football club.
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Topguard technical features:

Topguard®

Topguard® feels right at home in high-traffic places, 

because this mat can, in fact, withstand heavy-duty 

and high-traffic demands.  The robust Topguard® 

can be made with single or double rubber strips 

(30% more drying surface) and with an ‘open’ or 

‘closed’ construction.  

This mat is ideally suited for shops, offices, banks, hospitals, … 

and is available in different colours, heights, compositions and shapes.  

Even logos are possible! Topguard® meets the highest fire standards, which means that, 

in case of fire, your entrance hall will always remain accessible.

Topguard®    In top condition on high-traffic places.

Personalised mats: Ghelamco Arena
Customisation is our strength.  Thanks to the wide range of colours, patterns and finishes on offer, each mat can be personalised according to the 

customer’s specifications.  The entrance mats in the Ghelamco Arena were made to measure with the logo and colours of KAA Gent football club.
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Topguard closed construction 
Single textile with 
aluminium interlock profiles

Topguard open construction 
(4 mm or 10 mm)
Single textile with 
aluminium interlock profiles

Topguard open construction 
(4 mm or 10 mm)
Double textile with 
aluminium interlock 
profiles

12/18 mm 12/18 mm

Topguard closed construction  
Double textile with 
aluminium interlock profiles

grey/pvc black/pvc brown/pvc blue/pvc green/pvc red/pvc gold/pvc

colours textile

colours 
interprofiles

specifications

Availability: 
on request

reversiblesilentindoor use open closed moisture 
removal

coarse dirt high heels rolling 
material

easy 
maintenance

esthetic logos possible

brassaluminium anodised

grey brown red black blue green coco



MATTING

Tireguard®     Ecological mat with excellent sustainability.



2 Tireguard®

A mat consisting of high-grade fibres and 

rubber strips, recycled from aircraft tires? 

Combined with the aluminium interlock profiles, 

this can only be extremely robust.  Tireguard® 

has an excellent price/performance ratio, 

absorbs moisture very well and easily 

withstands thousands of soles each day. 

A sustainable and ecologically sound alternative 

for your entrance hall!

12/18 mm 12/18 mm
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colours textile

colours 
interprofiles

specifications
reversiblesilentindoor use open closed moisture 

removal
coarse dirt high heels rolling 

material
easy 

maintenance
esthetic

brassaluminium anodised

grey brown red black blue green coco

Tireguard technical features:
Tireguard closed construction 
Single textile with 
aluminium interlock profiles

Tireguard open construction 
(4 mm or 10 mm)
Single textile with 
aluminium interlock profiles

Tireguard open construction 
(4 mm or 10 mm)
Double textile with 
aluminium interlock 
profiles

Tireguard closed construction  
Double textile with 
aluminium interlock profiles



Verimpex atelier
Verimpex develops and manufactures a wide range of maintenance-friendly and customised top-quality floor mats. 

Thanks to the wide range of colours, patterns and finishes on offer, each mat can be personalised according to your 

specifications.  This is done in our own production departments by a team of professional craftsmen.  Our own installers 

ensure a perfect measurement and placement of the mat.

Tests in accordance with European standards
Topguard® and Tireguard® have been extensively tested.  The positive results for all these tests, where European standards 

were used as a basis, underline the excellent quality of Topguard® and Tireguard®.

These are available on our website www.verimpex.be

Verimpex warranty
Topguard® and Tireguard® come with a 10-year warranty against 

wear and tear of profiles and colours in the event of standard 

usage of the mat.

Verimpex NV • Monnikenwerve 72, 8000 Brugge Belgium
T: +32 50 320 866 • F: +32 50 320 977 • verimpex@verimpex.be • www.verimpex.eu
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